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Chapter 6 
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ABSTRACT 
Ovarian steroids, which are necessary for the induction of the preovulatory hormone surges in 
the female rat, also modify the expression of behavioral and physiological rhythms. Intensity 
and period of activity patterns are respectively increased and shortened by estradiol, 
suggesting that the circadian system is affected by estradiol. In the present study we 
investigated if estradiol affects activity rhythms via effects on the circadian clock, the 
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN). Hereto, the effects of ovariectomy and estradiol replacement 
were studied in the presence and absence of an intact SCN under 12/12 light-dark or 
continuous dark conditions. Furthermore, the effects of estradiol replacement directly at or 4 
weeks after ovariectomy were investigated in SCN-intact animals only. 

The intensity of general locomotor activity (AC) and wheelrunning behavior (RW) was 
increased by estradiol in SCN-intact animals, independent of environmental light conditions. 
However, the increase was significantly larger when estradiol was given simultaneously with 
ovariectomy compared to administration after 4 weeks of ovariectomy. The presence of an 
intact SCN appeared to be crucial for the effects of estradiol on AC, but not RW activity. 
Estradiol even suppressed AC activity in completely SCN lesioned females. 
These data demonstrate that estradiol affects the intensity of one behavioral output (AC) via 
effects on SCN neurons, but affects other behavioral outputs (RW) via pathways separate 
from the SCN. In addition, estradiol-induced modifications of behavior do not depend on the 
state of the SCN (i.e. entrained vs freerunning). The magnitude of estradiol effects in SCN-
intact animals is determined by the steroid status of the animal prior to estradiol 
administration, likely caused by alterations in the regulation of estrogen receptors. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Female rodents show interdaily variations in their behavioral activity patterns. Already in 
1923, Wang reported the existence of this variation in activity and postulated a relation with 
the estrus cycle (365). A more recent study characterized activity changes over the estrous 
cycle in more detail, and showed a variation in the period, onset and intensity of the rhythm, 
with higher activity on the estrus day of the cycle (9). Not only behavioral rhythms, but also 
autonomic rhythms fluctuate over the estrus cycle, such as mean arterial blood pressure, heart 
rate and body temperature (334). 
These variations in behavioral and physiological rhythms over the estrus cycle are induced by 
fluctuating levels in gonadal steroids. Estradiol (E2) secretion gradually increases starting at 
diestrus, culminating in a peak on proestrus morning (325). E2 administration has indeed been 
shown to advance activity onset, shorten the period and increase the amount of activity, 
similar to the changes observed on the estrus-day of the cycle (8,106,220,239,396). In 
addition, food intake and body weight, as well as the amplitude of body temperature and heart 
rate rhythms are reduced in female rats after E2 treatment (220,278). Apart from changing the 
appearance of these rhythms, E2 seems to assist in the maintenance of unified activity 
rhythms, since the disruptive effects of continuous light exposure (LL) in ovariectomized 
(OVX) animals are reduced by treatment of E2 (236,238,344). 
The rhythmic expression of behavioral and physiological parameters is organized by the 
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN). It is yet unkonwn whether E2 acts at the level of the SCN to 
change the amplitude of behavioral circadian rhythms or whether other pathways used. The 
way circadian and E2 signals interact is also of interest for the regulation of the estrus cycle 
itself. Several events that occur during the rat estrus cycle, such as the surges in luteinizing 
hormone and prolactin, require both a positive feedback signal by E2 and a circadian signal 
from the SCN (94,205,353). The SCN functions as a source of time cues to restrict 
reproductive event to the proper time of day as well as to the proper season. It has been shown 
that E2 not only induces LH surges in rats and hamsters but is also able to advance the timing 
of daily LH surges in hamsters kept in a short day light-dark cycle (229). However, how these 
signals are integrated to produce a surge on the afternoon of proestrus remains unknown. 
In order to investigate whether E2 affects the activity cycle via the SCN, we investigated the 
effects of ovariectomy (OVX) and E2 replacement in SCN-intact (SCNi) and SCN-lesioned 
(SCNx) animals. Since effects of E2 on activity may interfere with light-input, because the 
intergeniculate leaflet (IGL), a major relay station for light-input to the SCN, contains ERß 
mRNA (134), animals were kept under a 12/12 light-dark schedule (LD) or continuous 
darkness (DD). In addition, differences between E2 administration directly at or 4 weeks after 
OVX, were investigated in SCNi animals, since changes in E2 feedback induced by OVX may 
affect the responses to E2. Wheelrunning activity (RW) and general locomotor activity (AC) 
were registered continuously and the effects of OVX and E2 replacement on the expression of 
these behaviors analyzed. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Subjects 
Sixty-four female Wistar rats (HcdCpd:WU, Harlan, Zeist, The Netherlands) were used. 
Animals were kept in a temperature-controlled room with 4-6 rats in a cage, under a 12/12 
light-dark schedule, until the start of the experiment. Food and water were available ad 
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libitum throughout the experiment. All experiments were approved by the animal 
experimental committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Sciences. 

Registration of behavior 

For continuous registration of behavioral activity, animals were housed individually in light-
and sound-tight ventilated rhythm-recording cages (40 x 40 x 38 cm), with access to a running 
wheel. The bottom of the cage consists of a metal grid on which a small perspex cage 
containing sawdust was placed. AC activity was monitored by counting the interruptions of 
two overlapping infrared beams in the ceiling of the cage. Similarly, eating behavior was 
registered by interruptions of an infrared beam in front of the food bin. RW activity was 
monitored in a 34.5 cm running wheel (eight pulses per rotation) (Techniplast, Buguggiate, 
Italy). Drinking behavior was registered via the generation of an electrical signal upon contact 
with the nipple of the water bottle. The rhythm-recording cages were designed and made in 
our institute, and are connected with an on-line computer system collecting automatically all 
behaviors at a frequency of 1 registration per 6 minutes. 

SCN-lesions 
Bilateral SCN lesions were made in 48, 9 week old female rats, as described previously (255). 
In short, electrodes were lowered into the SCN area using a stereotactic apparatus, and were 
heated for 1 minute to 80 °C. After 2 weeks of recovery, behavioral rhythmicity was checked 
by monitoring daily water uptake in individual animals for 3 weeks. When animals drank 33% 
of their daily water uptake during 8 hours of the light period, they were considered to be 
arrhythmic. In general, about one third of the lesioned animals appear to be arrhythmic using 
these surgery techniques. At the end of the experiments, brains of SCNx animals were fixed in 
4 % paraformaldehyde for 2 weeks, sectioned and stained for detailed examination of the 
lesion. Alternate series of 40 u,m sections were stained for vasoactive intestinal polypeptide 
(Viper. 1:10000, Netherlands Institute for Brain Research, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) or 
vasopressin (Truus, 1: 10000, NIBR, Amsterdam, the Netherlands). Biotinylated Goat-anti 
Rabbit IgG was used as a second antibody, followed by Avidin-Biotin Complex-Elite (Vector 
Laboratories Inc). The staining reaction was visualized with 0.05 % DAB and 0.03 % H2O2. 
Stained sections were inspected for the presence of remaining cells and fibers from the SCN. 

Experimental setup 
Sixteen SCNi and 16 arrhythmic SCNx animals were placed in the rhythm recording cages at 
an age of 14-16 weeks (= day 0). The light intensity in the center of the cage was 100 lx 
during the light period and 0.1 lx or less during the dark period. All animals were handled 
daily during the first week in the cages to reduce novelty and isolation stress. Thereafter 
animals were weighed and cages were cleaned once a week on an irregular basis to avoid 
entrainment. 

On days 35-36. all animals were OVX-ed under Hypnorm® anesthesia and given a 
subcutaneous silicon implant containing either cholesterol (5-cholesten-3ß-ol, Steraloids, 
Wilton), or a mixture of cholesterol and estradiol-17ß (E2, Diosynth Oss, the Netherlands, 
4:1 ). On days 64-65, animals were anaesthetized with Isoflurane® (5 % for induction, 1% for 
maintenance) and N2O2/O2 mixture and the implants were replaced such that animals having 
E2 implants, now received cholesterol implants and vice versa. 
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At the end of the experiments (after day 91), animals were decapitated and trunk blood was 
collected to determine plasma E2 concentrations. In a separate group of animals, used for 
another experiment (I.F. Palm, unpublished data), the release pattern of comparable E2 

implants was monitored by taking weekly blood samples for 4 weeks. Furthermore, E2 

samples were taken from ! 1 SCNx animals from the tail vein after animals were anaesthetized 
for OVX (day 35-36). E2 was determined with a RIA kit (Diagnostic Products Corp., USA) 
following extraction of the plasma with dichloromethane. Concentrations are expressed 
relative to the kit reference with a sensitivity of 6 pg/ml at 90 % B/Bo. The inter- and intra-
assay variations were 13.7 % and 14.7 % respectively. 

Experimental groups 

The effects of OVX and E2 replacement were studied within animals under different lighting 
and hormonal conditions. Firstly, the effect of a free-running or an entrained biological clock 
was studied by placing animals in a 12/12 light dark cycle (LD) or in continuous darkness 
(DD). Secondly, the effects of the order of OVX and E2 treatment were studied. After the 
control period (C), animals were OVX and received a cholesterol implant (O) later changed 
for an E2 implant (E) (COE-animals), or the other way around (CEO-animals). Due to limited 
capacity of the circadian registration cages, and the large amount of animals that had to be 
lesioned in order to have enough completely ablated animals, the treatment order was studied 
only in SCNi animals. For the SCNx animals we chose one of the treatments arbitrarily. Thus, 
6 groups of animals were formed (Table 1 ). 

Tabic 1 : experimental groups used in the present study 

group n treatment order SCN lesion light conditions 

A 4 CEO no LD 

B 4 COE no LD 

C 4 CEO no DD 

D 4 COE no DD 

E 8 COE yes LD 

F 8 COE yes DD 

Treatment order: C = control period. E = E : implant, O = cholesterol implant. 

Data analysis and statistics 

Behavioral data were depicted in double-plotted actograms (TAU, J. Schuil, Minimitter Co, 
Inc. Oregon, USA). Three periods of 14 days were analyzed for circadian parameters and the 
amount of behavior. Analysis periods were chosen such that animals were allowed at least 2 
weeks to adapt to the new cages or to recover from surgery. Thus, period 1 (PL days 21-35), 
just prior to OVX, represents the control (C) situation. Period 2 (P2, days 49-63), just prior to 
the implant-change, represents either the OVX (O; groups B,D,E,F) or E2 (E; groups A.C) 
situation, while period 3 (P3, days 77-91) represents either E (groups B,D,E,F) or O (groups 
A,C) situation. 
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The presence, period and robustness of rhythms were analyzed using a periodogram analysis 
based on the Lomb-Scargle method (285).using PEANUTS, which was downloaded from the 
Internet (http://www.vu-wien.ac.at/il28/peanuts.htm). Total amount of activity was calculated 
by adding all activity bins over the total period of 14 days or 14 circadian cycles for SCNi 
animals kept under DD conditions (groups C, D). Because freerunning periods were longer 
than 24 hours, more activity bins were included in calculations for groups C and D. The 
difference between amount of behavior over 14 times 24 hours or > 24 hours was less than 1 
%. AC is expressed as total amount of infrared interruptions, and RW is expressed as total 
amount of wheel rotations. 

An ANOVA repeated measures was performed with PI, P2 and P3 as the within subject factor 
(time), and with group A-F as between subjects factor (group). In this way, effects of LD/DD, 
COE/CEO and SCNi/SCNx were examined in an overall test. Tukey's post-hoc test was used 
when significant differences were indicated. A one-way ANOVA procedure was used for 
comparison of AC and RW levels during the control period between the various groups. 
Because behavioral activity varied considerably between individual animals in this period, the 
effects of OVX and E2 treatment were also expressed independent of the basal activity levels, 
i.e. as c7c of control. Subsequently, one sample, paired samples and independent samples t-
tests were used to investigate differences between control, OVX and E2 periods within and 
between separate groups. P-levels < 0.05 were considered to indicate significant differences. 

RESULTS 

Lesioning of the SCN caused intermediate E2 levels in gonadal intact females (14.7 ± 2.6 
pg/ml). OVX resulted in E2 levels that are significantly lower than the levels provided by the 
E2 implants (7.4 ± 1.0 vs 21.7 ± 2.8 pg/ml, p<0.001), as measured at the end of experiments in 
COE and CEO animals. The implants provided E2 levels that are elevated for the whole period 
of 4 weeks, i.e. 20.4 ± 1.8,27.2 ±2.6, 33.6 ± 3.3, and 27.2 ± 1.9 pg/ml at respectively 7, 14, 
21 and 28 days after implantation. These E2 levels are sufficient to induce LH and PRL surges 
during the second week of implantation (I. Palm, unpublished results) and to shorten the free-
running rhythm of SCNi animals kept under DD conditions from 24.32 ± 0.05 hours to 24.2 ± 
0.05 hours (p=0.034). 
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Figure 1. Individual and average values of the total amount of AC (upper panel) and RW (lower panel) 
behavior during the control period for each of the six experimental groups (A-F), and for the combined LD 
and DD groups (A+C. B+D. E+F). See table 1 for details on the experimental groups. Neither AC nor RW 
ditiered between the 6 experimental groups, or between the 3 combined experimental groups. 

http://www.vu-wien.ac.at/il28/peanuts.htm
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Figure 2. Double plotted aetograms of RW (left panels) and AC (right panels) of individual animals. A: SCNi 
animal (#981a01), CEO, LD conditions; B: SCNi animal (#981bU), COE, LD conditions; C: SCNx animal 
(#981118), COE, DD conditions. PN values during the control period (= days 21-35) are 494.8 (A). 394.0 (B), 
and 64.9 (C). Black triangles in the aetograms indicate the moment of OVX and implant exchange. Times on 
the horizontal axis are clock times. Note that the SCNx animal shows weak rhythmicity. but with highest 
activity during laboratory working hours. 
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The total amount of AC and RW behavior during the control period (PI ) showed considerable 
variation between individual animals, but did not differ significantly between experimental 
groups (Fig 1). Significant effects of time (F(2,46) = 8.3 (AQ/16.2 (RW), p<0.001), group 
(A-F, F(5,23) = 2.7 (AQ/3.2 (RW), p<0.05)) and the interaction of time x group (F( 10,46)= 
5.9 (AC)/ 6.5 (RW), p<0.001) were detected for both AC and RW. Post-hoc analysis, 
however, never indicated significant differences between LD and DD conditions. Although 
AC tended to be higher under DD conditions, both the direction and magnitude of the 
responses to OVX or E2 treatment were comparable. Indeed, separate analysis comparing light 
conditions between otherwise similar groups (A-C, B-D, E-F), did not show interaction effects 
of light with time. Therefore, we combined the LD and DD groups for further analysis, 
resulting in 3 new groups: SCNi CEO treated animals (A+C, n=8), SCNi COE-treated animals 
(B+D, n=8) and SCNx, COE treated animals (E+F, n=13). Furthermore, amount of behavior 
was expressed as percentage of control, to eliminate the effects of the large individual 
variation in AC and RW expression. Total activity during the control period did not differ 
between the 3 new groups, although SCNx animals tended to run less in the wheel (Fig. 1). 
In SCNi animals, OVX reduced and E2 treatment increased AC and RW (Fig. 2A, B). The 
magnitude of these changes depended on the treatment order (Fig. 3 A, B). E2 treatment caused 
an increase in the amount of AC and RW compared to OVX in CEO and COE animals, but 
compared to control only in CEO animals. Consequently, AC and RW levels during E2 

treatment were significantly higher in CEO compared to COE animals. The OVX-induced 
reduction in AC was similarly affected by treatment order: a significant reduction compared to 
control in COE, but not CEO animals. 
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Figure 3. Effects of CEO (n=8) or COE (n=8) treatment order on AC (A) and RW (B) expresseion of SCNi 
animals. Effects are expressed as % of control amounts of AC and RW. Statistical analysis revealed significant 
differences between the control OVX and E2 periods within animals. In addition, the effects of E2 treatment 
differed significantly between treatment orders for RW and AC, and effects of OVX differed for AC only 
(a,b,c, different letters indicate significant differences, p < 0.01 ). Bars: white = CEO; black = COE 

Of the 48 animals that were lesioned, 16 showed arrhythmic water uptake and were used in 
experiments. Two animals died at OVX and one animal (group F) was later excluded from 
analysis, because VP- and VIP-immunoreactive SCN cells remained after the lesion. Still, 
periodogram analysis demonstrated the presence of significant, albeit weak rhythms 
(expressed as PN in the Lomb-Scargle analysis (285)) during the control period in some SCNx 
animals (Table 2). Rhythmic SCNx animals in LD showed most AC activity in the dark 
period, whereas RW occurred predominantly in the light period. Under DD conditions, all 
rhythmic SCNx animals were more active (AC and RW) during the laboratory working hours 
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(Fig 2C). In addition, all SCNx animals displayed rhythmicity with a period close to 24 hours, 
whereas SCNi animals in DD have a significantly longer period (Table 2). 

Table 2: period and robustness of significant rhythmicity detected with the Lomb-Scargle periodogram analysis 
during the control period of SCNi and SCNx animals (285). 

period (x) robustness (PN) 

AC RW AC RW 

SCNi 
LD 24.02 ±0.02 (8/8) 24.03 ± 0.03 (8/8) 332.8 ±57.5 268.2 ± 64.9 

SCNi 
DD 24.32 ±0.05 (8/8) 24.32 ±0.05 (8/8) 251.0 ±47.4 185.1 ±41.6 

SCNx 
LD 24.0 ± 0.04 (5/7) 24.06 ± 0.0 (2/7) 51.9 ± 17.1 61.4 ± 17.1 

SCNx 
DD 23.92 ±0.03 (4/6) 23.83 ±0.13 (2/6) 53.2 ±8.4 43.4 ±7.6 

The numbers between parentheses indicate the number of animals in which significant rhythmicity was detected 
from the total amount of animals in that group. Two animals in the SCNx-LD and 2 animals in the SCNx-DD 
group did not show significant rhythmicity. Note the difference in T between SCNi and SCNx animals under DD 
conditions, and the lower PN in SCNx compared to SCNi animals. 

Despite the presence of weak rhythmicity, the effects of OVX and E2 replacement on AC 
differed in SCNx animals compared to SCNi animals, whereas the effects on RW activity 
were comparable between SCNx and SCNi rats (Fig. 2C). The OVX-induced decrease in AC 
was completely absent in SCNx animals and subsequent E2 treatment significantly reduced 
AC levels compared to OVX, opposite to the effects observed in SCNi animals (Fig. 4). 
Neither the absence nor presence of the SCN, nor environmental lighting conditions affected 
the changes in body weight induced by OVX or E2 treatment (Fig. 5). However, despite the 
similar age of animals, SCNi animals weighed more than SCNx animals (259.3 ± 3.3 vs. 
227.9 ± 4 g, p=0.000) at day 0. Treatment order did affect total body weight change, since 
CEO rats weighed more than COE animals at the end of the experiment (p<0.05). 

control OVX OVX+E control OVX OVX+E 

Figure 4. Effects of OVX and E2 treatment in SCNi (n=8) or SCNx (n=13) animals with COE treatment order 
for AC (A) or RW (B). Effects are expressed as % of control amounts of AC and RW. The effects of OVX 
and Ei treatment were comparable. However, the reduction of AC by OVX was absent in SCNx animals, 
resulting in a significant difference between SCNx and SCNi animals for this period. In addition. E2 treatment 
reduced AC significantly in SCNx animals (a,b,c. different letters indicate significant differences with p < 
0.01). Bars: black = SCNi, hatched = SCNx. 
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Figure 5. Body weight (BW) changes during 
the whole experiment for the three combined 
experimental groups (see Table 1). The 
arrows indicate the moment of OVX (day 
35-36) and the implant exchange (day 64-
65). Although absolute BW differed 
between SCNi and SCNx animals, the 
changes induced by OVX and E2 treatment 
were not different. The total BW change at 
the end of the experiment was larger for 
CEO than COE animals, despite the fact that 
both animal groups had been exposed to 4 
weeks of OVX and E, treatment, albeit in a 
different order (* n < 0.051 

DISCUSSION 
In the present study, we demonstrated that the stimulatory effects of E2 on the intensity of AC, 
but not RW activity, required the presence of an intact SCN. Despite the presence of weak 
circadian rhythmicity in some animals, SCNx animals responded quite differently to removal 
and replacement of E2. The rhythmicity detected in part of the SCNx animals is not caused by 
incomplete lesions, because immunocytochemical analysis revealed that all VP- and VIP 
immunoreactive cells were completely ablated. The fact that these rhythms occurred with 
period of 24 hours and during the laboratory working hours, suggests that disturbances from 
the laboratory provided a kind of entrainment for the animals (398). 

Environmental light conditions did not affect the magnitude and direction of changes induced 
by OVX and ET treatment, suggesting that a freerunning or an entrained SCN are equally 
responsive to alterations in the steroid milieu. These results implicate that E2 acted 
independently from pathways providing light information to the central nervous system to 
modify behavior. The function of estrogen receptors (ER) in the IGL is therefore unlikely to 
be related to light-input to the SCN, but may in stead provide an extrahypothalamic 
integration site for steroid actions on neuroendocrine axes (132,134). 

The moment of E2 administration did affect the magnitude of the E2-induced increase in AC 
and RW behavior. E2 feedback effects are highly dependent on the availability of ERs. During 
the estrous cycle, ER mRNA and peptide expression varies in a region specific way 
(314.321,394). Further studies demonstrated that E2 administration in OVX rats results in a 
fast and sustained down-regulation of ER (29.188,393). Thus, E2 administration in COE 
animals occurred when ER expression is elevated as a result of OVX, whereas in CEO 
animals it occurred when ER expression was regulated in a cyclic way. These differences in 
ER expression prior to E2 administration, could explain the different effects on activity 
between COE and CEO animals. It is likely that ER expression at the time of OVX also 
differed between SCNx and SCNi animals, since in SCNx animals cyclic E2 release patterns 
are eliminated and E2 levels are intermediate (211). However, OVX removes all endogenous 
E : in SCNx and SCNi animals. Since E2 administration suppresses ER expression within 6 
hours, we expect that ER levels will have stabilized 2 weeks after removal of endogenous E2 

( 188) and were comparable between SCNi and SCNx animals during the time period analyzed 
(i.e. days 49-63). Therefore, we do not expect that the initial differences in ER regulation are a 
cause for the differential effects of E2 on AC intensity between SCNx and SCNi animals. 
The regulation of body weight by E2 did not depend on the integrity of the SCN. BW changes 
are the result of alterations in the balance between energy intake and expenditure. Both the 
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SCN and E2 affect this balance via central and peripheral pathways. E2 reduces food intake via 
a peripheral cholecystokinin-satiating pathway (15,77,103), but likely also by affecting 
activity of neurons involved in the regulation of feeding behavior, such as paraventricular 
nucleus (PVN) neurons and arcuate nucleus neurons containing neuropeptide Y (22,78,304), 
mediated via the ERa (104). The SCN regulates feeding behavior as well as energy 
metabolism, via central and peripheral pathways. Apparently the effects of E2 that resulted in 
alterations in BW are independent from the effects of SCN lesions on the energy balance. 
The discrepancy between RW and AC activity, with respect to the magnitude of E2 effects in 
SCNi animals, and the sensitivity to E2 in SCNx animals, suggests that RW and AC are 
different types of behavior with separate regulatory pathways. Indeed, AC and RW activity 
are not always correlated in individual animals, i.e. rats that run much do not necessarily show 
elevated AC levels. For instance, food deprivation increases RW activity, while it decreases 
general activity (46,297). AC activity as measured in the present experimental set-up consists 
of exploration behavior, grooming and general movement around the cage. On the other hand, 
wheelrunning is a very specific behavior of which the exact external and internal causes are 
unclear (299). The fact that animals run more in estrus or after food deprivation indicates that 
specific motivations (seeking a partner or food) may underlie this behavior. 
RW and AC activity have in common that the SCN does not regulate the expression of AC 
and RW activity per se, but serves to restrict their expression to a specific time of the day. Our 
finding that SCNi and SCNx animals show a comparable amount of AC and RW activity 
supports this. In this respect it is interesting to note that the effects of E2 on the amount of AC 
depended on an intact SCN. Thus the brain centers involved in the regulation of AC and RW 
activity (= AC/RW effector systems) receive information from the SCN for the timing of the 
behavior, as well as E2 information to influence the amount of behavior. These pathways 
interact with each other for the control of AC, while they are completely separate for RW 
activity (Fig. 6). E2 could act via three ways to influence the SCN: 1] direct action on SCN 
neurons, probably via the ERß (168,316), 2] direct action on ER containing neurons that 
innervate the SCN (66), and 3] E2 may interact with circadian signals in estrogen receptive 
SCN target areas, changing the combined output of that target area (316,371). In addition, a 
separate inhibitory pathway, independent from the SCN, must be present because E2 inhibited 
AC activity in SCNx animals (Fig. 6A). 

Figure 6. Schematic representation of 
hypothetical pathways the E2 uses to affect the 
intensity of AC (A) and RW (B) activity. In 
the case of AC, SCN neurons are affected by 
E2 either directly via ER-ß containing SCN 
neurons (upper solid arrows), or indirectly via 
ER neurons projecting to the SCN (dotted 
arrows). In addition, E2 and circadian 
information may be integrated in an ER-
contaming SCN target area (dashed arrows). 
Finally, E2 inhibits AC via a yet unknown 
SCN-independent pathway (lower solid 
arrows). In the case of RW, E2 and SCN 
signals are completely separate. Both limbic 
systems and the MPO, both containing ER, 
may be involved. The '+' and '-' symbols 
indicate the ultimate effects of E2 on AC and 
RW. 
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RW activity seems to be a motivational behavior, suggesting that the limbic structures, such 
as amygdala or bed nucleus of the stria terminalis may be involved in its regulation. In 
addition, it has been shown that E2 acts in the MPO to stimulate RW activity (89), as well as 
the LH and PRL surge (257,263). All these areas contain many ERa and ERß, providing a 
neuroanatomical substrate for E2 effects on RW (316). Our results suggest that these putative 
pathways of ER-containing areas to the RW effector system bypass the SCN (Fig 6B). 
In conclusion, we showed for the first time that changes in the intensity of behavior induced 
by the E2 removal or replacement do not depend on the entrainment of the SCN by 
environmental light conditions. Secondly, the order of OVX and E2 treatment determines the 
magnitude of the effect, most likely via differences in the regulation of ER expression by 
feedback mechanisms of E2. Finally, our data demonstrated that the intact SCN is necessary 
for modulatory effects of E2 on the intensity of AC activity, but is not for the effects on RW 
activity or BW. These data show that the modulatory effects of E2 on behavioral rhythms 
involve effects on the SCN itself and on pathways not involving the SCN, and that this differs 
for various output systems of the SCN. 
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